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Incorporating The Daily Walker

“the States of Jersey continues to choose 
to base the island’s economy on a deeply 
resented activity which denies legitimate 
revenue to other governments . . Any moral 
person must find this objectionable . . .”

Richard Murphy (chartered accountant) 
Letters page, Jersey Evening Post, 29 July 

2003



“The World Trade Organisation has repeatedly ruled 
that an American tax break for what are known as 
foreign sales corporations amounts to an illegal trade 
subsidy (estimated at in excess of US$100 billion 
annually).  The arrangement provides a huge benefit to 
many multinationals by allowing American companies to 
reduce their taxes on profits from exports by 
channelling sales through foreign sales corporations 
based in offshore tax havens.”

New York Times, 20 SEPT 2002

“such ideals as democracy and the market are all 
well and good, as long as the tilt of the playing 
field guarantees that the right folks win.”

Noam Chomsky
Year 501: The Conquest Continues, 1992



The whole culture of Anglo-American finance is 
increasingly subversive of regulation, taxation and 
democratic values, even where it remains within the law.

John Plender, Financial Times, 28 January 2003

A loophole in the European Union's plans to clamp down on tax 
evasion by EU citizens has been identified by Jersey, the leading 
offshore tax haven.
Frank Walker, Jersey's de facto chief minister, said: "I do not 
believe discretionary trusts are covered by this. The initiative covers 
individual EU residents. It does not cover companies, it does not 
cover [discretionary] trusts." .

Financial Times, 26 September 2003



Governments are still failing to deliver
Basic services 'fail world's poor'

The real curse of world poverty is 
the lack of access to crucial 
services such as education and 
healthcare, the World Bank has 
warned.
In its latest World Development 
Report, an annual examination of the 
state of poorer economies, the World 
Bank has focused on provision of 
services. 
Without improvement in services, the 
Bank said "freedom from illness and 
freedom from illiteracy - two of the 
most important ways poor people can 
escape poverty - will remain elusive 
to many." BBC World Service

23 September 2003



PROGRAMME

11h15 Dr Mark Hampton – 1998 and all that*

11h50 Matti Kohonen – Robin Hood Reversed*

12h25 Bernard Bouzon - Délinquance Financière

13h00 Lunch

13h45 John Christensen – Who Ordered a Tax Haven?*

14h30 Discussion and questions invited from the floor

15h20 Closing remarks

15h30 Tea and informal discussion

*  15 minutes for questions and comments



Copies of the presentations used 
today can be found at the 

following address:

http://www.jersey.attac.org/



1998 AND ALL THAT:
Offshore finance centres and rapid, 

constant and complex change

Dr Mark Hampton 
School of Management 

University of Surrey



The key point: tax havens face 
Rapid Complex Constant Change - RC3 

A complex & wide range of initiatives since 1998:

RC3 is unprecedented for the tax havens: 

Surprise, uncertainty & (questionable) decisions made 
under pressure

This gives the context for offshore & for Jersey

OFC governments caught off-balance by sequence of 
external initiatives



Rapid Complex Constant Change - RC3

Two aspects: 

1.  Impact of RC3

2.  Politicians begin to believe own propaganda 
about controlling the OFC:

Official version - States   foresight & leadership 
actively created OFC 

Compared with a different reality that the tax 
haven was driven by financial capital



Context of increasing liberalisation &
so-called ‘globalisation’ of markets

Financial services most advanced form of modern 
capitalism in early 21st century:
fast moving
highly mobile
huge political influence

Major corporate scandals eg. Enron, Global Crossing 

Issues of corporate governance & questions about 
power of TNCs, especially service-based 
businesses like Big Four accountants 

Accelerating frequency of financial markets instability



Increased political / economic instability post 9/11

Struggling (failing?) supra-national bodies (UN 
& Iraq; collapse of WTO Cancun round) 

US interest in a weakened (less competitive) EU
This all forms the backdrop to understanding 

the impact  of RC3 on the tax havens
Impacts seen in 4 main areas:
- Regulation
- Taxation
- Secrecy
- Politics



Regulation

UK government reports on OFC regulation in -
· UK Crown Dependencies (The Edwards 

Report, 1998)
· Caribbean Overseas Territories (KPMG 

Report, 2000)
Main effects? Heat & noise but in general tidied 

up OFC regulation e.g. trust companies 
Main impact was the political message: the UK 

is now actively aware of OFCs rather than 
previous attitude of affable neglect.



Financial Stability Forum (FSF) of G7   

OFCs ranked by regulation into Groups I to III (best to least well-
regulated).

Only UK Crown Dependencies in Group I (rest are Regional/ 
Global Financial Centres); most  OFCs in Group III [to their fury]

Recommended central role for IMF

· IMF increasing role since 2000, inspections & increasing demand 
for OFC statistics 

· FSAP (Financial Services Assessment Programme) for 40 OFCs
by end 2003 (& OFCs to publish results)

· IMF already inspected 33 BUT 2 OFC 'refuseniks' - Nauru, Niue



Will the IMF will become the global regulator 
for offshore?   Will it have teeth?

Self regulation: minor role of Offshore Group 
of Banking Supervisors (OGBS)
Basle II Agreement (capital requirements/risk) 

– delays and prevarication



TAXATION

Before 1998 - a‘cat & mouse’ game was being played 
between Inland Revenue & tax advisers

Increasing profit laundering through tax havens
1998 OECD Report ‘Harmful Tax Competition’ & 2000 

Progress Report:
Different OFC strategies:
“don’t label me as tax haven” / get in first approach-

Advanced Commitment Jurisdictions (Cayman etc)
“you’ll never get away with this”/ bluster  approach - but 

signed up just days before the deadline (Jersey etc)
“ignore it” approach - but risk blacklisting by OECD 

(Andorra, Nauru etc)



TAXATION (2)

Outcome - unprecedented for OECD to argue that tax 
havens are harmful to international business ie. create 
fundamentally unfair competition, (counter to ‘wisdom’ that 
they ‘oil the wheels’ of commerce)
Some question over what has changed overall although -
6 'uncooperative tax havens' Andorra, Liechtenstein, 
Liberia, Monaco, Marshall Islands, Nauru & 
countermeasures
32 OFCs co-operating with OECD - Information Exchange & 
end to 'ring fencing'

Is the OECD move now too watered down?
What do these OFCs’ paper promises mean?



MONEY-LAUNDERING

3 main changes:
Increasing role (& teeth) of Financial Action Task Force 
(FATF) of G7
Increasing international co-operation especially over anti-
terrorist money laundering 
Tighter rules with wider coverage, fewer loopholes - now 
multitude of international organisations: FATF, the Regional 
FATFs (eg Caribbean FATF) & Egmont Group 

Money laundering cannot be argued against  -
OFCs are morally obliged to co-operate 



POLITICS – UNITED KINGDOM

The UK has arguably a key influence over the offshore 
world:

· direct political links to largest OFCs (UK Crown 
Dependencies CI, IoM; UK Overseas Territories - BVI, 
Cayman, Bermuda, Gibraltar, Turks & Caicos etc) 

· indirect links to most of rest through Commonwealth 
(Barbados, Cyprus, The Bahamas, Malta, Mauritius, 
Seychelles, St Lucia, Vanuatu etc)

BUT



POLITICS – UNITED KINGDOM (2)

Large contradictions in government policy:  
· Gordon Brown in public: anti-tax haven compared with 

'realpolitik' of party business donors...
· UK threatened 'big stick' sanctions against the CI if 

they didn't co-operate with OECD in 2002
· Used 'Big Four' accountants for OFC reports eg KPMG 

on UK's Caribbean OFCs
· City of London’s predominance in UK economy.  

Would UK sacrifice offshore tax havens to protect 
domestic interests?  (eg withholding tax & Eurobond 
market)



POLITICS – UNITED STATES

Before 2001 George W Bush administration downplayed 
OECD harmful tax moves
But post 9/11 fundamental U-turn, anti money laundering & 

combating financing terrorism, US-led revamp of FATF
'with us/against us' dichotomy in war on terror led to 

severe pressure on OFCs especially Caribbean
BUT IRS remains committed to policy of taxing on basis 

of worldwide incomes
also contradictions within US government - eg over HQs 

in Bermuda & the Patriot Act.



POLITICS – EUROPEAN UNION

Tax harmonisation across Europe - this may run 
& run. 

Growing awareness of tax havens as a live issue
Ecofin agreement on ‘tax package’ June 2003:  

Offshore 'exempt' companies & IBCs to end by 
2008 & 2011 in Jersey, Guernsey & Isle of Man



CIVIL SOCIETY

Increased interest in tax havens in past 3 years 

Oxfam Report (2000)

Citizens for Tax Justice (US)

AABA’s Offshore Watch website

Attac campaign against financial delinquency 

Formation of Tax Justice Network in late 2002.



and finally . .

What’s happening has not struck ‘out the blue’ i.e. Jersey’s tax 
haven does not operate in a vacuum

As with all the other tax havens - the States are now experiencing 
Rapid Complex Constant Change

The present is significantly different to the early years or the
mature period

Onshore governments, international agencies and non-
governmental campaigns have woken up to tax havens

Context, scale & scope of offshore has fundamentally changed -
possibly half of global money supply now held offshore

OFCs have moved from the periphery to the centre of global 
capitalism



Robin Hood Reversed
Matti Kohonen

Tax Justice Network

Saint Helier, Jersey
October 2003
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“  . . at a conservative estimate, tax havens have 
contributed to revenue losses for developing 
countries of at least US$50 billion a year . . . roughly 
equivalent to annual aid flows to developing 
countries. . . (this estimate) takes no account of 
outright tax evasion, transfer pricing, or the use of 
tax havens to under-report profits”

Briefing Paper June 2000

US$50 billion is also the approximate total value 
of development aid given annually by donor nations 
to promote sustainable growth of developing 
countries

DfID, 2000

crunching
Developing countries are 
estimated to lose revenues 
greater than annual aid flows.

An increased return of just 
half a per cent on global 
assets held offshore could 
yield sufficient revenue to 
finance the UN Development 
Goals for 2015, halving global 
poverty. 

Instead, such development is 
under threat from the huge tax 
breaks offered to attract large 
corporations, and from the 
vast outflow of funds from 
developing countries to tax 
havens.

Declaration
Tax Justice Network

Porto Alegre 2003



Oxfam’s conclusions

Offshore finance centres undermine the 
interests of poor countries in three major 
ways:

harmful tax practices provide big businesses and wealthy 

élites with opportunities to escape their tax obligations

the offshore world provides a safe haven for the proceeds 
of political corruption, illicit arms dealing, sanctions-busting, 
drugs trafficking, and so on.

the offshore system has contributed to the rising incidence 
of financial crises that have destroyed livelihoods in poor 
countries
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“When Sani Abacha was dictator of Nigeria at the end 

of the 1990s, the central bank had a standing order to 
transfer US$15 million or so to his Swiss bank account 
every day.”

Running the Rand, The Economist, 05-02-00

Corruption of such magnitude is only possible with the 
active connivance of a ‘pinstripe infrastructure’ of 
bankers, accountants, lawyers and government officials 
who provide an ‘offshore interface’ between criminality 
and the mainstream global economy

interface

The Swiss government settled in 2002.
Where’s the report on the funds held in Jersey?
Which bank(s) were involved?  Has compensation been 
paid?  Who’s going to go to prison?



Oxfam’s recommended 
policy options #1

A multilateral approach to secure common 
standards to define the tax base to minimise 
avoidance opportunities for both TNCs and 
international investors

A multilateral agreement to allow states to tax 
multinationals on a global unitary basis, with 
appropriates mechanisms to allocate tax revenues 
internationally

A global tax authority to be established with the 
prime objective  of ensuring that national tax 
systems do not have negative global implications



Oxfam’s recommended 
policy options #2

An international convention to facilitate the 
recovery and repatriation of funds illegally 
appropriated from national treasuries

Standards on tax payment should be part of the 
global corporate social responsibility agenda

A multilateral agreement to share information on 
tax administration to help poor countries to stem 
tax evasion and profits laundering



Our goals:

to eliminate cross-border tax evasion and limit the scope for tax 
avoidance, so that large corporations and wealthy individuals pay 
tax in line with their ability to do so;

increase citizens' influence in the democratic control of taxation, 
and restrict the power of capital to dictate tax policy solely in its 
own interest; 

restore similar tax treatment of different forms of income, and 
reverse the shifting of the tax burden onto ordinary citizens; 

remove the tax and secrecy incentives that encourage the outward
flow of investment capital from countries most in need of economic 
development;

prevent the further privatisation and degradation of public services.



DÉLINQUANCE FINANCIÈRE:

gangrène de la société

FINANCIAL DELINQUENCY:

a social gangrene

Bernard Bouzon

ATTAC France



Financial delinquence: a social gangrene

The over-riding priority accorded to “economic”
criteria has undermined social and moral ties

The concept of taxes playing a progressive role in 
social welfare has been replaced by the idea that:

Tax is a hindrance to development

Profits laundering is an efficient management tool

The proliferation of criminal practises – ranging 
from insider-dealing, money-laundering, 
corruption, sanctions-busting, etc., through to 
supporting ‘friendly’ dictators in order to secure 
business deals

Anything and everything is justified in the name 
of business efficiency



The Role of Tax Havens

QUESTION: If everything is above board, why are these 

financial transactions booked offshore?

ANSWER:  In practise they are seeking secrecy and 

impunity through banking secrecy and the active 

connivance of a pinstripe infrastructure, who 

effectively operate as handlers of illicit transactions





Government Connivance

Instead of resisting, governments have succumbed:
Tax havens are used to direct subsidies

Relocation of corporate headquarters and profits 
laundering

Whilst also increasing pace of deregulation
EU derogations on banking secrecy allowed to Austria, 
Belgium, Luxembourg -

Switzerland and British Crown Dependencies have not 
cooperated on information exchange

Fiscal amnesties have been granted in exchange for 
capital repatriation – starting with Berlusconi’s Italy, 
but now spreading to Germany, Belgium, France?



Inadequate Controls: deliberate or by chance?

The hypocrisy of international surveillance: for 
example, the Financial Action Task Force’s actions on 
money-laundering

False arguments concerning technical difficulties

Surveillance procedures – how can banks act as 
principles and judge of their own actions?

The hypocrisy of official statements which 
whitewash the problems

We only engage in handling ‘clean money’

Therefore there is no need for financial transparency –
an open invitation to criminality



The situation can only be changed through 
increased public awareness

Media and civil society debates

Campaigning at a European level against 

financial crime and profits laundering

Site: http://www.local@attac.org/romans/

Email:  Paradis.romans@attac.org



European petition
We ,undersigned European citizens

Cannot accept the unrestrained development of financial
criminality currently favoured by:

The existence of tax havens which accomodate criminal accounts It
also ensures the anonymity of « umbrella companies », protected by 
excessive confidentiality, knowinly-puts them in a legal limbo
The impunity of the financial crimes : 

* as shown and stigmatized by the Judges ’Call on Oct.1st 1996
* also expressed by the European Parliament in may 1998
* and the Strasbourg Manifesto on Oct.20th, 2000

The absence of a real judicial collaboration between states in Europe .

The inadequacy of national and european legislation in the fight against
this form of criminality

.



European petition
We declare that the present ineffectiveness of the european

institutions in this field, is totally unacceptable.

We ask the European Council to order the Commission to immediately
devise appropriate european legislation to ensure,

immediate coercive measures, against tax havens, including those in Europe which, in 
their local laws, have kept obstacles to jurisdiction investigation like excessive bank
confidentiality or stalling tactics, in delaying transfer of information to investigators
Major changes in the way international financial transactions are supervised by the
banks themselves: Unconditional access to clearing datas must be guaranteed in 
european and international laws for judicial investigators.
The creation of a European public  prosecutor ’s office in charge of financial
criminality
a corpus-juris », i.e. a set of specific european laws against financial criminality,
Including a consistent framework for instructionprocedures in europe
Legal and financial outlawing of umbrella companiess.
A real judicial collaboration in Europe to put an end to the outrageous and systematic
delay procedures like the excessive use of «recourses » or appeal procedures



European petition

We ask our own Government to 
strongly support these claims and to 

Ratify the Palermo treaty on 
financial criminality



Who Ordered a Tax Haven?
John Christensen

www.taxjustice.net
john.christensen@menas.co.uk



1971 to present: the Legacy - 1The boom years legacy - #1

SOME INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS
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GDP per capita is high – but profits distort the picture

Expenditure on education and health is low

Material deprivation (poverty) is high by western 
European standards



The boom years legacy - #2

The ‘crowding-out’ effect:
Since 1971 the population has increased by 20 per 
cent

The population density is 740 persons per sq 
kilometre
France – 108   /   UK – 238   /   Isle of Man –
126

The cost of living gap has widened significantly – e.g. 
food, energy, housing, furniture, clothes
House prices have increased at TWICE the UK rate 



Through the roof – average house prices
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Demand-pull NOT Cost-push Inflation

Inflation in Jersey is caused by a 
variety of factors:

Population growth
Rising real incomes
High employment levels
High proportion of economically active engaged 
in financial services
Ready access to cheap credit
Fiscal policies to stimulate demand



Happy days – for some!

AVERAGE EARNINGS INDICES: JERSEY & UK - 
1990 TO 2002
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The boom years legacy - #3

Manufacturing
4%

Agriculture and 
fisheries

4%

Public services
22%

Other
19%

Hospitality 
sector
12%

Distribution 
sector
15%

Financial & 
Legal activities

24%



The boom years legacy - #4

Vested interests dominate the political economy:
The tax system is geared towards encouraging 
property and portfolio investment rather than 
productive investment
‘Complex monopolies’ dominate the supply chain

Estimates of the degree of dependence on tax revenue 
from financial services sector range up >90 per cent
The island is highly vulnerable to externally imposed 
change
But options for change are restricted by the high cost 
base
And the tax change proposals will INCREASE costs, 
making start up investment even less attractive



The loss of ‘sense of place’

“Jersey has the social structure of a 
Hilton hotel...a collection of alienated 
individuals pursuing self-interest”.

Deputy Jerry Dorey.
1996



Possible futures? A SWOT analysis - strengths

Comparative advantage in niche tourism
Proximity to European markets
Powerful brand image for agricultural produce
High credit rating
High quality infrastructure
Plentiful energy and water supplies
Budget surplus – and cash in reserves
Low taxes – and potential for raising taxes in a      

progressive fashion



Possible futures? SWOT analysis -opportunities

restore international reputation by taking 
a lead in renouncing tax haven role and 
focussing on ethical financial services

re-brand Jersey tourism within the broader 
regional context – i.e. in association with 
Brittany and Normandy

support role of farmers as ‘environmental 
stewards’ – maintain rural livelihoods and 
enhance tourism appeal



Supping with the devil



Possible futures? SWOT analysis -threats

mounting external pressure from within 
multilateral organisations, e.g. UN, EU, 
OECD, and from within civil society, e.g. 
NGOs, faith groups, political parties

lack of ‘friends in high places’

increased competition between existing 
tax havens

tax proposals will increase social divide



The biggest threat? 

Vested interests
“the mean rapacity, the monopolising 

spirit of merchants and manufacturers, 
who neither are, nor ought to be the 
rulers of mankind.” Adam Smith,

Wealth of Nations, book 4, chapter 3, 1776.



Alice to the Cheshire Cat: 
“Which way shall I go?”

The Cat: “Where do you 
want to go?”

Alice:  “I don’t really 
know.”

“Then” said the Cat “if you 
don’t really know where 
you want to go, it doesn’t 
much matter which way 
you go, does it?”

Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland (1865)



Possible Scenarios: some plausible, some less 
plausible, some downright yuk

Business-as-usual

Status quo ante – the way things were

An ITC based future

Le Monaco de la Manche – a playpen for 
wealthy élites

A dynamic change strategy to transform 
the island’s political economy



Copies of the presentations used 
today can be found at the 

following address:

http://www.jersey.attac.org/



Another Jersey is Possible

Panel discussion
Chaired by

Richard Murphy, ACCA
Association for Accountancy & 

Business Affairs
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